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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Due to increasing emphasis on planning each small area units are further

and administerit%g economic programs at local classified into mutually exclusive in
levels there has been demand for more dustrial groupings Suppose that the area

and better quality data at these levels on by industrial crossclassification can be

wide range of economic data Such data further classified into mutually exclusivc

available from surveys may not have adequate and exhaustive income classes labelled

precision and hence there is an increasing gl .G This labelling gives threeway

demand on the use of administrative records crossclassification into AIG cells with

to produce this data Administrative Naig population members in the aigth cell

sources however may not contain all the with corresponding sample count naig
in

required information on onehundred per simple random sample of size For aggre
cent basis It may therefore be necessary gation across subscript we replace that

to pool this information with the survey subscript by thus

data In the present context number of

variables are available on 100% basis from
is the population size

one administrative source provided by a. aigil g1
Revenue Canada whereas some of the Va
riables of interest as well as variables

for the ath area is the
common to an administrative source provided at aig

gi
by Statistics Canada are available on

sample basis The problem at hand is to use population size for the aith area by in

these various administrative files in con dustry classification Similarly the

junction with survey data to produce re sample aggregates na. and nai are de

liable small area estimates fined The variable will be used to

In this paper some estimators for denote Wages and Salaries while the variable

small areas are evaluated in the context of will denote the Gross Business Income

producing Census Division level by Major For particular sample let tm ai
Industrial Division estimates using the denote the estimate of total ai. for the

unincorporated data compiled at Statistics ath area and jth industrial grouping for

Canada and Revenue Canada Several of the the mth method of estimation The various

collected variables are candidates for small estimators for totals are next discussed

area estimation but we will focus on Wages 2.1 Direct Estimators
and Salaries This variable is available on The expansion estimator EXP utilizes

25% sample basis at Statistics Canada for
only the sample data in the small area and

the Gross Business Income range $25000 to industrial classification For the ath
$500000 but not available from the Revenue

small area and ith industry it is given by
Canada file Wages and Salaries are re
lated to Gross Business Income available aig

from both sources for certain industrial t1ai
2.1

aigk at.
groupings Hence Gross Business Income can gl k1
be used as auxiliary information in order

to obtain reliable small area estimates of where Yaik is the value of the kth sampled

total Wages and Salaries In addition to unit within the aigth crossclassification

the usual synthetic estimators proposed in The estimator t1 ai is unbiased for

the literature Gonzalez 1973 Schaible the population total for the aith ai.

1979 composite estimators which are con classification

binations of the synthetic estimator and the The expansion estimator can be improved

direct domain estimator are studied In using the known population domain sizes and

particular the composite estima-- obocrvcd sa domain sizes SLSSO

posed by Srndal 1981 and Fay and Herriot stratified estimator POS is given by
1979 are investigated Efficiences of the

various proposed estimators relative to the at 2.2
t2aidirect estimators are obtained for Wages and at.

at
Salaries via simulation study in which the

combined use of the two administrative files

is mimicked using the Statistics Canada
for na and defined to be zero arbi

bitrarily for ai The estimator
administrative file This Statistics Canada t2ai is unbiased for Yaj. if the pro
file has the advantage of containing all the

bability of getting nai is zero
variables to be used for the small area Estimators which use auxiliary in
estimation

formation such as counts or totals provided

2.0 ESTIMATORS by administrative files will be classified

Suppose that the population of size into synthetic estimators general

consists of mutually exclusive and ex ized regression estimators and mixtures

haustive small areaslabelled al ..A For of synthetic and direct estimators
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2.2 Synthetic Estimators
al.g

For synthetic estimators it is assumed tpai
that small area population means or pro gl kl aigk

portions for given characteristic ob
tained across areas and for given subgroups

11

of the population are approximately equal aig

to the overall mean The size of bias of eaigk 2.5
the synthetic estimators will depend on the gl kl

departure from this assumption The pro
blems associated with synthetic estimators

have been well documented by Gonzalez where is the pre
ai

1973 Gonzalez and Hoza 1978 Levy
gk aigjk

1971 and Schaible 1979 Two types of dicted value of resulting from the fit
synthetic estimators are studied the aigk

of regression model of the form
countsynthetic and the ratiosynthetic
The countsynthetic estimator COUNT SYN
requires the knowledge of Najg the counts

or given small area industrial grouping gk
jl

aigjk Caigk

and income class crossclassification
obtained from the larger administrative with error term
file It is given by aigk

andai 2.3 aijk aigk aigk
gl

aig .ig

are the residuals Here zai is the value
for the itb auxiliary variaie jl...p
on the kth unit in the aigth cellwhere
Estimates may be obtained using generali
zed least squares procedures taking into

aig

ig ig

account the distribution assumptions behind

a1 k1 aig and the sample design weightsal aijk
The generalized regression estimator

corresponding to the model

/n
.1g .lg

aigk ig aigk

Ee Vcis the overall sample mean of Wages and
aigk aigk ig

Salaries for the ith industrial grouping

and gth income class the Cs are assumed independent throughout

The ratiosynthetic estimator RATIo will be referred to as REG COUNT and is

SYN requires totals of GrossBusiness In given by

come for given small area industrial

grouping and income class crossclassifica
t5ai

tion Xaig It is given by gl aig .ig

aig 2.6ai /x 2.4
gl

aig ig ig aig

where In
where is the overall sample mean of aig aig aig
Gross Business Income for the ith industry The generalized regression estimator
grouping and gth income class

corresponding to the model

2.3 Generalized Regression Estimators aigk ig aigk aigk
Sarndal 1981 proposed asymptotically

design unbiased estimators that incorporate Ee
auxiliary information through the generali aigk aigk ig xaigk

zed regression technique or Design/Flodel will be referred to as REG RATIO and is
technique In the two special cases in given by
cluded in our study the estimators yielded

by this technique which can be adapted to

any sampling design are biasedcorrected t6ai
.ig

aig aig
versions of the synthetic estimators 2.3 ig
and 2.4

In the special case of simple random

sampling the generalized regression aig aig 2.7
estimator is of the form x.ig
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Note that.the.synthetic estimators 2.3 and

2.4 appear as the first terms of 2.6 and
________ 2.102.7 respectively In other words the at

estimators t5ai and t6ai correct the at

bias in the countsynthetic and ratio

synthetic estimatorsrespectively Rao Efron and Morris 1971 1972 suggested1984 noted that these estimators can be modification of t7ai since the latter
expressed as convex combination of the

could perform poorly for some individual corn-direct and synthetic estimators
ponents ai The modification uses res
tricted estimator EB/M given by2.6 Mixtures of Direct and Synthetic Estimators

Since estimators t3 ai and
t4 ai do

not use the small area means Yaig directly t8ai t6ai if t1ai t7ai
it is natural to look for estimators that

are weighted averages of t3 ai or t4 ai t1ai
with t1 ai The optimal composite esti
mator of this form is given by

t1ai if t7ai tai

opt
ai ai 1c

t1
ai 2.8

t1ai if t7ai tai --

where m34 and the optimal weight is

obtained by minimizing the MSE tot ai 2.11
Schaible et al 1979 The estimation of

1/2
where is usually usedfrom sample data however is unreliable ai ai

due to difficulties in estimating MSE of the
Using the empirical Bayes technique itbiased synthetic estimators

t3 ai or
must be noted that the computation of the

t4 ai
sampledbased weights is complex Conse

The empirical Bayes approach is an al
quently it may be difficult to evaluate

ternative to the abovementioned methods
their design bias and design variance by

It provides samplebased weights that reflect
analytical methods like the ones provided bythe uncertainty of linear regression fit
Särndal For this reason Monte Carlo simu

over small area means This method was lation is convenient route to study the
applied by Pay and Herriot 1979 as means

properties of different methods for small
to estimate income for small places in the

area estimation
U.S.A

2.5 Variance EstimationThe empirical Bayes approach can be
___________________

summarized as follows Suppose that Estimates of variance for the synthetic
estimators t3ai and t4ai can be readilyat md and

at ai ai provided However since their mean square
error can be much larger than the variancemd where is the
no variance expressions for these estimators-at -i at

population mean in the ath area and ith will be given
industrial grouping For the expansion estimator t1ai andat au aup

the regression estimators t5ai and t6aiis the lXp vector of population means of
the form for the estimator of variance is

auxiliary variables in the aith cell and

is the pXl vector of regression parameters NNn
s2associated with the ith industrial grouping aiJ

nGiIY ai ai
and measures the uncertainty in the linear

fit ai The sampling variances Dai are
atassumed to be known but Uj is estimated from

ai.1 rn156 2.12
the marginal distribution of 5ai by solving
the following nonlinear equation in U1 where Sj and ai.a the estimated domain

variance and mean for the variable
zaigk

and

ai Ap 2.9 the variable zaik is given by yigk fcrai i- tlai Yaigk for t4ai and
Yaigk

v1 bjg xaigk for t6ai For t2ai the Va
where ruance expression 2.12 does not have theat ai -i -i nd term For domains with no sample units

we have defined t2ai to be equal to zeroand Vj is diagonal matrix with ath diago
For the empirical Bayes estimator annal element Vai Dai Uj

estimator of variance is given byai.T The resulting estimator of is

denoted by

The empirical Bayes estimator EB of
N2 IPat ai ai aai ai

Yai is given by
1P

bi Dbi 2.13ai
b4aaiN.

ai at
where U/u and is theat

at at abu
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abth element of XT V1 X.1 vT modified versions are denoted as EB/SM for

.i and EB/PM for ii Empirical Bayes

The variance stimator 2.13 is obtained by estimators could not be computed for cells

treating the Uj as fixed numbers with fewer than observations for these

cells the REG RATIO estimator with three

DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION STUDY income was used This modification is la
In order to study the properties of the belled as NEB

various estimators discussed in the previous For the Monte Carlo simulation we se
section simulation was undertaken This lected 500 samples each of size 429 from
simulation mimicked the use of administrati

the target population of 1678 companies
ye data arising from several sources and

unincorporated in Nova Scotia The ex
their subsequent combination to yield small

pected number of sample observations in

area estimates Since the Statistics Canada subdomain ranged from 0.25 for the smallest
administrative file had all the required to 29.3 for the largest The main findings
information it was used as the file for

are discussed with respect to relative

drawing the samples required for the simu
percentage bias of estimators relative

lation
percentage efficiency relative per

The province of Nova Scotia was chosen
centage bias of the variance estimators

as the population of tax filers for which
coverage rate of confidence intervals

the simulation would be undertaken for coefficient of variation measures for the

several reasons Firstly we have various estimators The relative percentage
sufficient number of observations 1678 in bias of

tm ai is computed as
the population of unincorporated tax filers

whose Gross Business Income belonged to the

range of $25 to $500 to carry out ai
simulation which could be handled in terms ai al..Ix 100
of computer time Secondly we have al ai.
sufficiently good span of correlations bet
ween Wages and Salaries and Business Income

between the various major industrial group 100
ings to assess the use of Business Income

al 1ai.
as an auxiliary variable The small areas

of interest were the 18 Census Divisions

within Nova Scotia The major industrial by averag8 oe the small areas where

groups studied within these areas were tmai tm ai/500 and 4rai is

Retail 515 units in the population the value tmai for the rth MonteCarlo

Construction 496 units in the population sample rl .500 and ai. is the known
Accommodation 114 units in the population population total for the aith cell
and the remaining industries grouped into The relative percentage efficiency of

Others 553 units in the population The tmai with respect to the direct estimator

relative subdomain sizes Census Division EXP is computed as

by major industrial group classification 1/2

varied between 0.06% to 6.79% MSE 100
___________________

ized regression estimators we have con al
For the direct synthetic and general TT ai

sidered two procedures G3 income
500

classes given by $25 $50 $50 ml .. where ai
$150 and $150 $500 Gl given rl
by $25 $500 For the empirical Bayes
estimation procedure only the $25 $500

12 500 m1 ..
income class was considered The overall ai.

correlation coefficients between Wages and

Salaries and Gross Business Income were 0.42 is the Monte Carlo approximation of the MSE

for Retail 0.64 for Construction 0.78 for of ai
Accommodation and 0.61 for Others For the The relative ercentage bias of the Va
empirical Bayes procedure the regression fit riance estimator vLtai is given by
between Wages and Salaries and Gross Business

Income was done within each major industrial

grouping and an intercept term was allowed

to enter into the model Two versions of
100

al 1MSE Et aiJ
the empirical Bayes estimator were obtained

For on EB/S the sample estimate of

variance Dai for each subdomain mean of
500

Wages and Salaries was used ii for the where ai ai 500

other EB/P the population variance Dais
rl

for each subdomain mean of Wages and Salaries The confidence coverage rate for the

was used The ratio of 1-ISE for versions i- estimators tmai ml2567 is evaluated
and ii provides measure of increase in

500the MSE due to estimating DaiS
In addition Irai 500A where

for both versions the restricted estimator

given by 2.11 was also computed those
a1 rl
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Irai if the 100 ct% the cell The empirical Bayes estima
tors have significant relative 8% to

confidence interval given by 38% bias with the most bias showing
for the smallest industrial group intrai

a/2
aiI contains terms of observations namely Accommo

dation As expected both the syn
thetic estimators have the largest bias

the true total and zero otherwise as large as 80% followed by the foural.
empirical Bayes estimatorsHere aiI is the variance estimate

of ai for the rth MonteCarlo sample Relative Percentage Efficiency.of
and is the upper a/2 point of estimators All the estimators are

a/2
significantly more efficient than theN0 variate
expansion estimator EXP The division

measure of average coefficient of of the income classes into domains asvariation is given by
opposed to domain does not signifi
cantly improve the efficiency of the

100 unbiased or the approximately unbiased
Jt aiI

estimators except in the case of theai. REG COUNT estimator for Construction
Accommodation and Others and the REG

Our empirical results utilizing the RATIO for Retails The estimators
above stated measures are as follows

using the auxiliary variable RATIO
Bias of estimates Table eXamines SYN and REG RATIO are substantially
the performance of the estimators more efficient than those using onlyai in terms of percent relative

the counts COUNT SYN and REG COUNTbias The unbiased estimator EXP and
This is especially true for the indus

the approximately unbiased estimators trial grouping Accommodation where
REG COUNT and REG RATIO show negligible the correlation between Wages andrelative bias 5% excepting that it Salaries and Gross Business Income isis slightly higher for REG COUNT and

fairly high The RATIO SYN is the mostREG RATIO in the case of Accommodation
efficient whereas BEG RATIO G3 andwith G3 6.9 and 6.0 respectively the empirica Bayes estimators have

The latter may be due to the smaller
comparable efficiency excepting thatnumber of observations in the income
the latter was somewhat more efficientclasses for Accommodation which we for Retail The difference in eff

used to estimate the bias In the other ciency among the four empirical Bayescases there is ve.ry little difference estimators is not significant.s Table
in the bias for the domain and

domains for the COUNT SYN and RATIO
SYN The PUS estimator has large
relative bias for Acommodation but

this is due to non negligible proba
bility of getting no sampled units in

Table Percentage Efficiency of the EstiTable Percentage Relative Bias for the

mator Relative to EXPEstimator

Division No of income EstimatorsDivision No of income Estimators
classes

classes

POS COUNT RATIO RED RAGEXP POS COUNT RATIO RED RAG
sys syN cOUNT RATIO

SYN SYN

COUNT1

RATIO

Retail 2.3 8.5 20.7 32.4 1.1 1.6
Retail 1.35 2.33 2.00 1.52 1.30

Cuuo1Ljuu 1.9 5.4 17.3 15.7 1.3 D.9 Construction 1.35 2.56 3.03 1.54 2.13

Accoomodation 3.6 26.5 58.4 41.4 3.4 2.8 Accommodation 1.40 1.75 3.45 1.30 2.78

Other 1.7 3.2 33.7 26.8 1.3 i.o Others 1.20 1.52 1.92 1.25 1.56

Rtail 2.3 8.5 26.8 27.5 1.5 1.5
Retail 1.35 2.06 2.22 1.54 1.49

Construction 1.9 5.4 17.8 16.0 1.1 0.9
Construction 1.35 2.76 2.94 2.00 2.08

Accommodation 3.6 26.5 44.3 39.4 6.9 6.0 Accommodation 1.40 2.86 3.45 2.13 2.78

Other 1.7 3.2 27.7 26.6 1.4 1.0 Othern 1.20 1.82 1.92 1.41 1.54

NP.B/S SEN/SM MEN/P liEN/PM SEN/S NEB/SM NRA/P NRA/PM

Retail 17.6 17.3 18.9 17.2
Recall 1.72 1.72 1.82 1.82

Construction 11.6 10.5 10.5 8.3
Construction 2.04 2.04 2.17 2.13

Accoossodatjon 38.0 36.5 36.7 31.4
Accommodation 2.70 2.78 2.38 2.44

Others

__________ 121.2

17.2 21.0 14.9
Others 1.45 1.54 1.52 1.54
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Bias of variance estimators Among the the empirical Bayes procedure are much

unbiased or approximately unbiased pro less than their nominal levels as low as

cedures POS displays the highest bias 18% for Accommodation compared to nominal

with the MSE being systematically under- 90% implying that the associated

estimated especially in the smallest variance formula 2.13 is not satisfac

industrial group Accommodation The tory The coverage rate however is

bias associated with REG COUNT and REG somewhat improved 28% to 67% for nominal

RATIO is essentially neglibible with level 90% when the population variance
the exception of significant negative is used EB/P instead of the esti
bias 11% and 15% introduced in es

mated variance fi EB/S We are at
timating the variance for Accoinmoda ai

tion in the presence of three income present exploring alternative variance

domains The empirical Bayes procedure estimators such as the jackknife
shows smaller bias in the estimated

variance when the population variance

is used instead of the sample
ai

variance in the estimation but the
ai

underestimation is still high 6% for Table Percent Coverage Rates for the
Construction to 37% for Accommodation Estimates
See Table

Nominal Levels 90% and in brackets

95%

Division No.of Est1ation

Table Percent Relative Bias of the

Variance Estimators
EXP POS RED EEC

COUNT RATIO

Retail 84.087.3 78.582.2 85.189.6 85.391.3
Division No inone Estfomtors

Construction 82.385.1 74.378.9 81.386.9 82.987.8

Accoodstion 81.984.6 73.574.5 81.384.6 77.981.3

EXP POS BEG BEG
Others 77.480.4 68.873.7 80.885.6 79.784.2

COUNT RATIO

Retail 0.6 38.7 0.9 2.5
Retail 83.487.3 77.782.2 84.888.3 86.287.9

Construction 1.9 39.4 1.7 o.os Construction 80.585.1 73.678.9 80.385.4 80.386.9

Acconnodation 2.7 66.6 0.3 4.0 Accousoodation- 79.384.6 72.074.5 78.580.9 79.081.1

Other 2.8 33.6 2.4 2.4
Others 80.080.4 70.973.7 81.283.5 80.982.8

Retail 0.6 38.7 1.0 0.8

________________ ____________________________________________
Construction 1.9 39.4 1.3 1.5

EB/S RB/P
Accomodation 2.7 66.6 11.1 14.6

Retail 61.766.0 66.972.0
Others 2.8 33.6 1.2 1.0

Construction 54.558.7 66.671.5

Acconmodation 17.720.0 28.332.0

___________________ _____________ ___________________________________________
Others 32.736.1 43.246.1

ER/S LB/P ____________________________________________

Retail 29.8 19.5

Con4truction 30.8 5.9

Accoonodation 51.8 37.4

Others 59.4 34.5

Coefficient of variation measure

Table presents the values of the

Coverage rates The coverage rates for coefficient of variation measure for

the confidence intervals are shown in the different estimators in the four

Table for the estimators that have industry groups Using the expansion
variance estimators are associated with estimator as the standard against which

them for nominal levels of 90% and 95% the performance of the others is mea
All the coverage rates fall short of sured it is evident that all the other

their desired nominal level The differ estimators reduce the error in the esti
ences between the domain and domains mation On the basis of this measure
cases for EXP POS REG COUNT and REG RATIO SYN is the best in all the four

RATIO are small The coverage rates for industry groups followed empirical

EXP REG COUNT and REG RATIO are approxi Bayes The REG RATIO has somewhat

mately equal and range from 79% to 85% higher coefficient of variation measure

nominal 90% The poststratified esti than the empirical Bayes ones The es
mator POS falls significantly short of timators using the xauxiliary informa

its nominal level as low as 68.8% tion have signifiŁantly smaller

compared to the nominal 90% in others coefficient of variation measure than

for instance The coverage rates for those using the counts
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Table Percent Coefficient of Variation REFERENCES
Measure for the Estimators

Battese G.E and Fuller W.A 1984
An error Components Model for Prediction ofDivision No of income Estimators

classes County Crop Areas Using Survey and Satellite
Data Survey Secfion Statistical Laboratory

RAflO
Iowa State University Ames

Retail 60 44 23 35 38 52 Efron and Morris 1971 Limiting
Construction 55 41 20 18 35 25 the risk of Bayes and empirical Bayes estima
Accommodation 101 71 66 44 89 65 tors Part The Bayes case Amer
Others 58 50 36 28 47 36 Statist Assoc 66 807815

_____

Retail 60 44 29 29 40 44 Efron and Morris 1972 Limiting
Construction 55 41 20 18 27 26 the risk of Bayes and empirical Bayes estima
Accomoation 101 71 52 44 78 66

tors Part II The empirical Bayes case
Others 58 50 30 29 41 37 Amer Statist Assoc 67 130139

Fay III R.E and Herriot R.A 1979
81.8/S NRA/SN Nv_B/P iqpip Estimates of income for small places an

Retail 35 35 33 33 application of James Stein procedures to
Construction 25 25 23 24 census data Amer Statist Assoc 74
Accossoodstion 51 51 405410

__________ _______

Others 37 35 36 36

_______ Gonzalez N.E 1973 Use and evaluation of
synthetic estimates 1973 Proceedings of the
Social Statistics Section American Statis

CONCLUSIOhS tical Association 3336
Our study confirms the results obtained Gonzalez M.E and Hoza 1978 Small

by Srndal and RabHck 1983 as far as area eStliflation with application to unemploy
their approximately unbiased procedures KEG ment and housing estimates Amer Statist
COUNT and REG RATIO are concerned viz Assoc 73 715
the use of auxiliary information can be used

to advantage to produce estimators for small Levy 1971 The use of mortality data
areas with calculable variance estimates in evaluating synthetic estimates 1971
For these approximately unbiased estimates Proceedings of the Social Statistics Section
coverage rates fall short of their nominal American Statistical Association 328331
level especially for small domains The
RATIO SYN is the most efficient estimator in Morris C.N 1983 Parametric Empirical
terms of MSE followed by empirical Bayes Bayes Inference Theory and Applications
and the KEG RATIO Amer Statist Assoc 78 4755

In terms of bias of the estimates
Rao J.N.K 1984 Some thoughts on smallcoverage rates of the confidence interval
area estimation Statistics Canada reportand bias of the variance estimates the KEG

RATIO appears superior to the empirical
Sgmdal C.E 1981 Frameworks for infBayes estimator and the poststratified
rence in survey sampling with applications toestimator However improved variance esti
small area estimation and adjustment for nonmates confidence intervals for the empiri
response Bull Int Stat Ind 491cal Bayes such as bootstrap jackknife 494513 Pr di 43rd Session Buenosand the variance estimator proposed by Morris
Aires1983 need to be examined

Further work on empirical Bayes proce Sgrndal C.E and RHbHck 1983 Variance
dures under the model appropriate for BEG Reduction and Unbiasedness for Small Domains
RATIO section 2.3 are currently being Estimators Statistical Review 3340
eveloped along the lines of Battese and

Fuller 1984 The performance Of the pro- Schaible W.L 1979 composite estimator
cedures conditionally given the domain for small area statistics In Synthetic
sample sizes is also under investigation Estimates for Small Areas Steinberg ed

pp 3653 National Institute on Drug Abuse
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